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NetVanta 2000 Series Technical Note

Unable to access certain websites, either 
slow or completely failing

Question/Topic:

Unable to access certain websites , either slow or completely failing.

Resolution/Workaround:

1. Check MTU settings on the WAN interface(s).  An incorrect MTU is the most common cause of web 
browsing issues through ADTRAN UTM appliances. 

2. Determine if CFS is blocking the site in question due to policy.  If CFS is being used, then it may be 
blocking the traffic to the site you are attempting to reach.  Ensure that the Security Services log category 
is configured for logging on the Log > Categories configuration screen and then check your logs for 
indications of CFS blocking.  After determining that CFS is blocking due to policy, you must modify the 
categories or create a domain exclusion to allow the traffic.

This document is applicable to NetVanta 2600 series, 2700 series, and 2800 series units.
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3. Determine if CFS is blocking due to lack of host header in the first HTTP packet.  CFS checks the 
hostname listed in the HTTP Host header to determine the category of the site in question.  If the first 
HTTP packet does not include the complete host header, then CFS will drop the connection without 
logging.  If you are able to access the site without CFS enabled, this may be the cause.  In this case, you 
must toggle the "Enforce Host Tag Search for CFS" setting on the diag.html page of the management GUI.  
It is recommended that you contact ADTRAN Technical Support for assistance with this operation.
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4. Check whether Enable HTTP Byte-Range requests with Gateway AV. The NetVanta 2000 Series 
GAV by default  suppresses the use of HTTP Byte-Range requests to prevent the sectional retrieval and 
reassembly of the potentially malicious content. This is done by terminating the connection and thus 
preventing the user from receiving the malicious payload. By enabling this option you will override this 
setting.
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